Abstract. In the eld of reactive system programming, data ow synchronous languages like Lustre BCH + 85,CHPP87] or Signal GBBG85] o er a syntax similar to block-diagrams, and can be e ciently compiled into C code, for instance. Designing a system that clearly exhibits several \independent" running modes is not di cult since the mode structure can be encoded explicitly with the available data ow constructs. However the mode structure is no longer readable in the resulting program; modifying it is error prone, and it cannot be used to improve the quality of the generated code. We propose to introduce a special construct devoted to the expression of a mode structure in a reactive system. We call it mode-automaton, for it is basically an automaton whose states are labeled by data ow programs. We also propose a set of operations that allow the composition of several mode-automata (parallel and hierarchic compositions taken from Argos Mar92]), and we study the properties of our model, like the existence of a congruence of mode-automata for instance, as well as implementation issues.
Introduction
The work on which we report here has been motivated by the need to talk about running modes in a data ow synchronous language.
Data ow languages like Lustre BCH + 85,CHPP87] or Signal GBBG85] belong to the family of synchronous languages BB91] devoted to the design, programming and validation of reactive systems. They have a formal semantics and can be e ciently compiled into C code, for instance.
The data ow style is clearly appropriate when the behaviour of the system to be described has some regularity, like in signal-processing. Designing a system that clearly exhibits several \independent" running modes is not so di cult since the mode structure can be encoded explicitly with the available data ow constructs. However the mode structure is no longer readable in the resulting program; modifying it is error prone, and it cannot be used to improve the quality of the generated code, decompose the proofs or at least serve as a guide in the analysis of the program.
In section 2 we propose a de nition of a mode, in order to motivate our approach. Section 3 de nes mini-Lustre, a small subset of Lustre which is su cient for presenting our notion of mode-automata in section 4. Section 5 explains how to compose these mode-automata, with the operators of Argos, and Section 6 de nes a congruence. Section 7 compares the approach to others, in which modes have been studied. Finally, section 8 gives some ideas for further work.
2 What is a Mode?
One (and perhaps the only one) way of facing the complexity of a system is to decompose it into several \independent" tasks. Of course the tasks are never completely independent, but it should be possible to nd a decomposition in which the tasks are not too strongly connected with each other | i.e. in which the interface between tasks is relatively simple, compared to their internal structure. The tasks correspond to some abstractions of the global behaviour of the system, and they may be viewed as di erents parts of this global behaviour, devoted to the treatment of distinct situations. Decomposing a system into tasks allows independent reasoning about the individual tasks.
Tasks may be concurrent, in which case the system has to be decomposed into concurrent and communicating components. The interface de nes how the components communicate and synchronize with each other in order to reach a global goal.
Thinking in terms of independent modes is in some sense an orthogonal point of view, since a mode structure is rather sequential than concurrent. This is typically the case with the modes of an airplane, which can be as high level as \landing" mode, \take-o " mode, etc. The normal behaviour of the system is a sequence of modes. In a transition between modes, the source mode is designed to build and guarantee a given con guration of the parameters of the system, such that the target mode can be entered. On the other hand, modes may be divided into sub-modes.
Of course the mode structure may interfere with the concurrent structure, in which case each concurrent subsystem may have its own modes, and the global view of the system shows a Cartesian product of the sets of modes. Or the main view of the system may be a set of modes, and the description of each mode is further decomposed into concurrent tasks. Hence we need a richer notion of mode.
This seems to give something similar to the notion of mode we nd in Modecharts JM88], where modes are structured like in Statecharts Har87] (an And/Or tree). However, see section 7 for more comments about Modecharts, and a comparison between Modecharts and our approach.
Modes and States
Technically, all systems can be viewed as a (possibly huge, or even in nite) set of elementary and completely detailed states, such that the knowledge about the current state is su cient to determine the correct output, at any point in time. States are connected by transitions, whose ring depends on the inputs to the system. This complete model of the system behaviour may not be manageable, but it exists. We call its states and transitions execution states and transitions. Execution states are really concrete ones, related for instance to the content of the program memory during execution.
The question is: how can we de ne the modes of a system in terms of its execution states and transitions?
Since the state-transition view of a complex behaviour is intrinsically sequential, it seems that, in all cases, it should be possible to relate the abstract notion of mode to collections of execution states. The portion of behaviour corresponding to a mode is then de ned as a set of execution states together with the attached transitions. Related questions are: are these collections disjoint? do they cover the whole set of states? S. Paynter Pay96] suggests that these two questions are orthogonal, and de nes Real-Time Mode-Machines, which describe exhaustive but not necessarily exclusive modes (see more comments on this paper in section 7). In fact, the only relevant question is that of exclusivity, since, for non exhaustive modes, one can always consider that the \missing" states form an additional mode.
Talking about Modes in a Programming Language
All the formalisms or languages de ned for reactive systems o er a parallel composition, together with some synchronization and communication mechanism. This operation supports a conceptual decomposition in terms of concurrent tasks, and the parallel structure can be used for compositional proofs, generation of distributed code, etc.
The picture is not so clear for the decomposition into modes. The question here is how to use the mode structure of a complex system for programming it, i.e. what construct should we introduce in a language to express this view of the system? The mode structure should be as readable in a program as the concurrent structure is, thus making modi cations easier; moreover, it should be usable to improve the quality of the generated code, or to serve as a guide for decomposing proofs.
The key point is that it should be possible to project a program onto a given mode, and obtain the behaviour restricted to this mode (as it is usually possible to project a parallel program onto one of its concurrent components, and get the behaviour restricted to this component).
Modes and Synchronous Languages
None of the existing synchronous languages can be considered as providing a construct for expressing the mode structure of a reactive system
We are particularly interested in data ow languages. When trying to think in terms of modes in a data ow language, one has to face two problems: rst, there should be a way to express that some parts of a program are not always active (and this is not easy); second, if these parts of the program represent di erent modes, there should be a way of describing how the modes are organized into the global behaviour of the system. Several proposals have been made for introducing some control features in a data ow program, and this has been tried for one language or another among the synchronous family: RM95] to introduce in Signal a way to de ne intervals delimited by some properties of the inputs, and to which the activity of some subprograms can be attached; JLMR94, MH96] propose to mix the automaton constructs of Argos with the data ow style of Lustre: the re nement operation of Argos allows to re ne a state of an automaton by a (possibly complex) subsystem. Hence the activity of subprograms is attached to states. Embedding Lustre nodes in an Esterel program is possible, and would have the same e ect.
However, providing a full set of start-and-stop control structures for a data ow language does not necessarily improve the way modes can be dealt with. It solves the rst problem mentioned above, i.e. the control structures taken in the imperative style allow the speci cation of activity periods of some subprograms described in a data ow declarative style. But it does little for the second problem: a control structure like the interrupt makes it easy to express that the system switches between di erent behaviours, losing information about the current state of the behaviour that is interrupted, and starting a new one in some initial con guration. Of course, some information may be transmitted from the behaviour that is killed to the one that is started, but this is not the default, and it has to be expressed explicitly, with the communication mechanism for instance. For switching between modes, we claim that the emphasis should be on what is transmitted from one mode to another. Transmitting the whole con guration reached by the system should be the default if we consider that the source mode is designed to build and guarantee a given con guration of the parameters of the system, such that the target mode can be entered.
A Proposal: Mode-Automata
We propose a programming model called \mode-automata", made of: operations on automata taken from the de nition of Argos Mar92]; data ow equations taken from Lustre BCH + 85]. We shall see that mode-automata can be considered as a discrete version of hybrid automata MMP91], in which the states are labeled by systems of di erential equations that describe how the continuous environment evolves. In our model, states represent the running modes of a system, and the equations associated with the states could be obtained by discretizing the control laws. Mode-automata have the property that a program may be projected onto one of its modes.
De nition 1 (mini-Lustre programs). N = (V i ; V o ; V l ; f; I) where: V i , V o and V l are pairwise disjoint sets of input, output and local variable names. I is a total function from V o V l to constants. f is a total function from V o V l to the set Eq(V i V o V l ) and Eq(V ) is the set of expressions with variables in V , de ned by the following grammar: e ::= c j x j op(e; :::; e) j pre(x). c stands for constants, x stands for a name in V , and op stands for all combinational
operators. An interesting one is the conditional if e 1 then e 2 else e 3 where e 1 should be a Boolean expression, and e 2 , e 3 should have the same type. pre(x) stands for the previous value of the ow denoted by x. In case one needs pre(x) at the rst instant, I(x) should be used.
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We restrict mini-Lustre to integer and Boolean values. All expressions are assumed to be typed correctly. For all instants in time, the value of an output or local variable is computed according to its de nition as given by f:
We take the expression f(v), in which we replace each variable name x by its current value x n , and each occurrence of pre(x) by the previous value x n?1 . This yields an expression in which combinational operators are applied to constants.
The set of equations we obtain for de ning the values of all the ows over time is acyclic, and is a sound de nition.
De nition 3 (Union of mini-Lustre nodes). The mode-automaton of gure 1 describes a program that outputs an integer X.
The initial value is 0. Then, the program has two modes: an incrementing mode, and a decrementing one. Changing modes is done according to the value reached by variable X: when it reaches 10, the mode is switched to \decrementing"; when X reaches 0 again, the mode is switched to \incrementing".
For simplicity, we give the de nition for a simple case where the equations de ne only integer variables. One could easily extend this framework to all types of variables. 
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Note that Input variables are used only in the right parts of the equations, or in the conditions. Output variables are used in the left parts of the equations, or in the conditions. We require that the automaton part of a mode-automaton be deterministic, i.e., for each state q 2 Q, if there exist two outgoing transitions (q; c 1 ; q 1 ) and (q; c 2 ; q 2 ), then c 1^c2 is not satis able. We also require that the automaton be reactive, i.e., for each state q 2 Q, the formula W (q;c;q 0 )2T c is true.
With these de nitions, the example of gure 1 is written as: (fA; Bg; A; ;; fXg; I : X ! 0; f(A) = f X = pre(X) + 1 g; f(B) = f X = pre(X) -1 g); f(A; X = 10; B); (B; X = 0; A); (A; X 6 = 10; A); (B; X 6 = 0; B)g) In the graphical notation of the example, we omitted the two loops (A; X 6 = 10; A) and (B; X 6 = 0; B).
Semantics by Translation into Mini-Lustre
The main idea is to translate the automaton structure of a mode-automaton into mini-Lustre, in a very classical and straightforward way. Then we gather all the sets of equations attached to states into a single conditional structure. We choose to encode each state by a Boolean variable. Arguments for a more e cient encoding exist, and such an encoding could be applied here, independently from the other part of the translation. However, it is sometimes desirable that the pure Lustre program obtained from mode-automata be readable; in this case, a clear (and one-to-one) relation between states in the mode-automaton, and variables in the Lustre program, is required.
The function L associates a mini-Lustre program with a mode-automaton. We associate a Boolean local variable with each state in Q = fq 0 ; q 1 ; :::; q n g, with the same name. The equation for a local variable q that encodes a state q expresses that we are in state q at a given instant if and only if we were in some state q 0 , and a transition (q 0 ; c; q) could be taken. Note that, because the automaton is reactive, the system can always take a transition, in any state. A particular case is q 0 = q: 
Parallel Composition with Shared Variables
A single mode-automaton is appropriate when the structure of the running modes is at. Parallel composition of mode-automata is convenient whenever the modes can be split into at least two orthogonal sets, such that a set of modes is used for controlling some of the variables, and another set of modes is used for controlling other variables. 6 Congruences of Mode-Automata We try to de ne an equivalence relation for mode-automata, to be a congruence for the parallel composition.
There are essentially two ways of de ning such an equivalence : either as a relation induced by the existing trace equivalence of Lustre programs; or by an explicit de nition on the structure of mode-automata, inspired by the trace equivalence of automata. The idea is that, if two states have equivalent sets of equations, then they can be identi ed.
De nition 7 (Induced equivalence of mode-automata). is usually undecidable (it is not the syntactic identity), the above de nition is not practical.
It is important to note that the two equivalences do not coincide: M 1 d M 2 =) M 1 i M 2 , but this is not an equivalence. Translating the modeautomaton into Lustre before testing for equivalence provides a global comparison of two mode-automata. On the contrary, the second de nition of equivalence compares subprograms attached to states, and may fail in recognizing that two mode-automata describe the same global behaviour, when there is no way of establishing a correspondence between their states (see example below). Example 1. Let us consider a program that outputs an integer X. X has three di erent behaviours, described by: B 1 : X = pre(X) + 1, B 2 : X = pre(X) + 2 and B 3 : X = pre(X)?1. The transitions between these behaviours are triggered by conditions on X: C ij is the condition for switching from B i to B j .
A There is no relation R between the states of M 1 and the states of M 2 that would allow to recognize that they are equivalent. Translating them into miniLustre is a way of translating them into single-state mode-machines (with conditional associated programs), and it allows to show that they are indeed equivalent. On the other hand, if we are able to split q 12 into two states, and q 0 23 into two states (as suggested in section 5.2) then the two machines have three states, and we can show that they are equivalent.
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Property 3 : Congruences of mode-automata
The two equivalences are congruences for parallel composition.
7 Related Work and Comments on the Notion of Mode
We already explained in section 2.3 that there exists no construct dedicated to the expression of modes in the main synchronous programming languages. Mode-automata are a proposal for that. They allow to distinguish between explicit states (corresponding to modes, and described by the automaton part of the program) and implicit states (far more detailed and grouped into modes, described by the data ow equational part of the program). This is an answer for people who argue that modes should not be related to states, because they are far more states than modes.
Other people argue that modes are not necessarily exclusive. The modes in one mode-automaton are exclusive. However, concurrent modes are elements of a Cartesian product, and can share something. Similarly, two submodes of a re ned mode also share something. We tried to nd a motivation for (and thus a de nition of) non-exclusive modes.
Modecharts have recently joined the synchronous community, and we can nd an Esterel-like semantics in PSM96]. In this paper, modes are simply hierarchical and concurrent states like in Argos Mar92]. It is mentioned that \the actual interaction with the environment is produced by the operations associated with entry and exit events". Hence the modes are not dealt with in the language itself; the language allows to describe a complex control structure, and an external activity can be attached to a composed state. It seems that the activity is not necessarily killed when the state is left; hence the activities associated with exclusive states are not necessarily exclusive. This seems to be the motivation for non-exclusive modes. Activities are similar to the external tasks of Esterel but, in Esterel, the way tasks interfere with the control struture is well de ned in the language itself.
Real-time mode-machines have been proposed in Pay96]. In this paper, modes are collections of states, in the sense recalled above (section 2.1). These collections are exhaustive but not exclusive. However, it seems that this requirement for non-exclusivity is related to pipelining of the execution: part of the system is still busy with a given piece of data, while another part is already using the next piece of data. The question is whether pipelining has anything to do with overlapping or non-exclusive modes. In software pipelining, there may be two components running in parallel and corresponding to the same piece of source program; if this portion of source describes modes, it may be the case that the two execution instances of it are in di erent modes at the same time, because one of them starts treating some piece of data, while the other one nishes treating another piece of data. Each instance is in exactly one mode at a given instant; should this phenomenon be called \non-exclusive modes"?
We are still searching for examples of non-exclusive modes in reactive systems.
Implementation and Further Work
We presented mode-automata, a way to deal with modes in a synchronous language. Parallel composition is well de ned, and we also have a congruence of mode-automata, w.r.t. this operation. We still have to study the hierarchic composition, following the lines of HMP95] (in this paper we proposed an extension of Argos dedicated to hybrid systems, as a description language for the tool Polka HPR97], in which hybrid automata may be composed using the Argos operators. In particular, hierarchic composition in HybridArgos is a way to express that a set of states share the same description of the environment). We shall also extend the language of mode-automata by allowing full Lustre in the equations labeling the states (clocks, node calls, external functions or procedures...). Mode-automata composed in parallel are already available as a language, compiled into pure Lustre, thus bene ting from all the lustre tools. We said in section 2 that \It should be possible to project a program onto a given mode, and obtain the behaviour restricted to this mode". How can we do that for programs made of mode-automata? When a program is reduced to a single mode-automaton, the mode is a state, and extracting the subprogram of this mode consists in taking the equations associated with this state. The object we obtain is a mini-Lustre program without initial state. When the program is something more complex, we are still able to extract a non-initialized mini-Lustre program for a given composed mode; for instance the program of a parallel mode (q; q 0 ) is the union of the programs attached to q and q 0 .
Projecting the complete program onto its modes may be useful for generating e cient sequential code. Indeed, the mode-structure clearly identi es which parts of a program are active at a given instant. In the SCADE (Safety Critical Application Development Environment) tool sold by Verilog S.A. (based upon a commercial Lustre compiler), designers use an activation condition if they want to express that some part of the data ow program should not be computed at each instant. It is a low level mechanism, which has to be used carefully: the activation condition for subprogram P is a Boolean ow computed elsewhere in the data ow program. Our mode structure is a higher level generalization of this simple mechanism. It is a real language feature, and it can be used for better code generation.
Another interesting point about the mode-structure of a program is the possibility of decomposing proofs. For the decomposition of a problem into concurrent tasks, and the usual parallel compositions that support this design, people have proposed compositional proof rules, for instance the assume-guarantee scheme. The idea is to prove properties separately for the components, and to infer some property of the global system. We claim that the decomposition into several modes | provided the language allows to deal with modes explicitly, i.e. to project a global program onto a given mode | should have a corresponding compositional proof rule. At least, a mode-automaton is a way of identifying a control structure in a complex program. It can be used for splitting the work in analysis tools like Polka HPR97].
